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A great Parcel of Earth is every Year carried into the Sea.
PARCEL is a non-profit online journal that publishes innovative poetry, prose, artwork,
essays, and reviews. Long poems, collaborations and works from a series are especially
welcome. Featured visual artists will be solicited until further notice, though feel free to
send queries. Chapbook submissions will be solicited from journal contributors only.
To be considered send up to 10 pages of poetry or prose to:
Parcel
c/o Andrea Rexilius
2174 S. Grant St.
Denver, Co 80210
or submit by email at editor@parceljournal.org. Please include SUBMISSION in the
subject line.
Submissions are read year-round. New parcels will appear every 4 months at
www.parceljournal.org.
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FEATURED ARTIST / MATTHEW GOTTSCHALK

Diagram for a Fourth Dimensional Jetpack: Articles of the Invention
The purpose of this project is to express the ephemeral residue present after pursuits and experimentations
for seemingly “higher” causes.
The purpose for this project was to demonstrate a tangible mockup of otherwise
seemingly inexpressible actualities. I initially proposed to myself the construction of a
literal jetpack for the fourth dimension. I quickly realized the impossibilities inherent in
what I was proposing; it was at this point that I began a series of investigations
/experiments into the content and parallels of the fourth dimension, investigating how it
pertained to me and the jetpack I conceived of, and trying to manifest a certain tactility in
order to represent what I perceived as ever present yet totally void.
Contact: matthewgottschalk@yahoo.com
Video Works can be viewed at http://youtube.com/dogcotton

Folio: 104 – 111

Patent on the Diagram for a Fourth-Dimensional Jetpack; Etching
Letter to Myself; Etching
Bird; Etching, glue
Newspaper; newsprint
Jetpack eagle #13, In Memory of the day it fi nally worked; Oil on Canvas
Portal reflection, A Portal to my Everyday Awesome; installation with string, canvas and mirror
Portal
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FEATURED ARTIST / BIN RAMKE

This project,"Rover Verbs," involves books, most of them
freely distributed bibles, to which the tools and techniques
of carpentry have been applied, as well as other treatments.

Interspersed on Pages: 17, 23, 31, 38, 42, 48, 60, 65, 74, 95, 100
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Emily Anderson

In the Leaves

Pod people breathe perfectly
in chlorophyll vulvae
shade-grown, minded by mountain
terrace of brain the channeled
sky o wavelets
lap the dark pupils plumbing this
coast.
and I in my bed again
wet OED of angled seas—
extract
milkweed, clot
from the throat called
coma, plural comae,
a tuft of silky hairs at the ends
of some seeds here
a child (me) at the breach
leaves, sticking white to the wind,
learning to read:
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Botany pricked her index,
looming: a name
for a son: King Edward Eight
who abdicates
a rhyme who skips
a line. A coupling
with uncouplings.
the signet melted at the wax
and we who were watched
watched the dark, the
king’s big face
light unstirred by time.
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hot milk dragged with a spoon:
a wormed, white memory
burns the sleepless tongue
that awaits the wayward
thief who swaps the choker for the choke:
his hands that become my necklace,
his body that becomes my garment.
how light my lids
I cannot keep them down
in this dark-watching room
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Typhus rends the cottonwood screen.
Smoke moves through the tear.
I am in my attic, Typhus.
Find me again in the straw
fevered me, swaddled in time
a white rabbit in a snake saying
Learn to read the word Persephone
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Let me sleep.
Take your twilight
scissors to the foot
of the slopes. Remember
there will not be enough
fever, this old fever.
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Typhus: killer of young men
dead enough to grow old
Typhon: chthonic
whose heads snake
the edge of my bed
Typhon: phonic
Wrackmaker of palms
barks with drink
Typhon be near me
as frenzy proceeds
phrenzy
As weak fingers
braid vanished straws
Latin, floccus, fevered
flocillation. Greek, twisted
carphology, straws
gathered from smoke
fingers
Typhon be near me as the straw
spins a golden threat
to stitch to naked sleep
“Learn to read, Persephone.”
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Go to the slopes where
whorled, cruciate
stems thirst. Green
at the stream’s dark lip:
slit them as they sip.
Lay the yellow flowers
—flowers in dense clusters
in the sun. Don’t look at the sky:
our lady’s bedstraw is
sweet as hay for sleep or dye
dense yellow sun
grown. seeded to
flower and dry.
Keep your eyes down. Use your
hands. There should be no water:
Heap a bed
bed a man:
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Ocellus
lone on the tick
talking. A simple eye
cites light, not stars.
Where are you from,
Ocellus? Ocellus, Ocelli
first eye
from the old ocean
may die,
an I
in ruined sleep.
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Take the straw from the slopes
above the stolen airport.
Roots curl at the jets’
streams: in one place
now another
sky flayed.
what can be touched:
wet straw wet seeds wet cones
Reap with human tools
such as “scythe”
Bale and sheave
Don’t go to sleep
Not with the scythe
Don’t go to sleep.
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since the rain, the
wet trees wear lipstick
dark leaves
red somewhere
my attic whispers:
I, on the tick, talking
talking
the wet leaves drip:
something like a man
here: time’s white
issue crying. Lousy
vector. Turning
he leaves.
My attic whispers
the red leaves drip
I on the tick, taste
their talking
turn to leaves.
The eye
fills with fluid,
films. How can it be destroyed?
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Erin M. Bertram

from “The Urge to Believe is Stronger
Than Belief Itself”
It’s only a part of her body, but it’s a part of her body . We became acutely aware of the
florid architecture at the cellular level. How one could be so selfish, how it could leave
nothing for the other. How I instinctively put a full tank of gas in my car. How I bought
beer. How her body is wrecked just enough to offer sanctity as the only possible answer.
How I sip St. Peter’s, curse, open my lips in shocked prayer. How my brother calls & I
barely recognize his baritenor. How we try to exhume the torpor from the wild grace.
How we collect portents before realizing we’re collecting portents: harvest moon, a family
of possums beneath the deck. How we clumsily compose litanies of at leasts. How her
M.S. has suddenly vanished.
Diagnosis vs. prognosis. Evanesce vs. convalesce. All a matter of an index in the glossary.
All a matter of what merits a name & how it is then treated. Any change is worth noting.
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Christophe Casamassima

Da Vinci’s Lisp

I heard words
and words full
of holes
aching. Speech
is a mouth.
-Robert Creeley, Words
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i.
every voice, pronounced face—
speech in the mouth or
speech is a mouth, sketch
in the ear badly drawn, does
thought accommodate the antidote,
like ‘sewn’ & ‘so forth’—every face
produced new holes
not unlike complaint
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ii.
is it the throat shapes
an uncertain
slant of poem
how to—this archipelago
accumulates fictions
at its geographical center, silence
completes the speech act,
not absence,
not the totality
of facts & aphorisms—
though habit preface
each music & exclusion
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iii.
a delay
was discovered & became
denial : once indigenous
to the page, then exiled to the fringe
of the mouth, where it became
the voice, a gliss
caught
in the poet’s throat
saying
nothing is necessarily
said : but the teeth
did chatter &, denied
an opine, prevailed
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Carol Ciavonne

lunula
the half moon cast bronze in the horse’s eye this device this lunula
this passion lit in the eye to animate the limbs past crosshatched turquoise patina
saw an eclipse begin and stared with no fear and saw beyond it
living things that fear no living thing. a light diffused makes the darkness stronger;
chiaroscuro, the intensifying of each. why not in the eye of man, dull without refl ection
of an other? I saw the moon once in a gutter still wanted it still
having waited for it more formally. lux et vita, light and life these equations
you mediate where you are you there in the art in the moon in the eye oh lunula, god’s
dead. but coming back
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Carol Ciavonne

obbligato
grey is perfectly dark
the creek is frozen but the bare trees
are too graceful. There is a double fear
and a double seeking
in obedience to

obliged the long long night
oblate

oh mother I read the Job
with the best intentions
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Carol Ciavonne

conversations with merton
I.
what will be the next series of clouds and betrayals?
in context a willful conscientiousness
the ego as movement, not monument.
difficult to latch onto like a pupae glued to a branch.
interpreters rather than texts, royalty or the very rich or
two weeks to die in every major news outlet
a white flower burns and lessens the pain
the dark drug, what dreams it brings.

II.
doctrinaire from my bed I rise, easter green and soil still cold;
rock surrounded by raked sand.
hard lace falls and curves, pleating defeats.
the unforgiven cannot be godlike;
he becomes a thinking person later.
in play, the similarities are poignant
curtain, vase, table, empty.
no one mentions this desire I have I have to fight off
I expect it back but it doesn’t come.
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III.
the smiling girl’s revenge on art or
the way you get used to the cherry orchard,
a fixture. why blanketly condemn thousands?
admit you no longer like your friend. lack of imagination, etc.
so charming a child. next step: the bard switches places
Wednesday night is inconvenient.
a love of wisdom is close to poetry, which can
contain marvels, says Bocaccio.

IV.
the sun smoking, the trees more curved
accentuated by the lack of recognizable detail
people are mocking (making?) beautiful things
out of a sense of duty, tired of calibrating
judgements, crying at the brink.
many and elsewhere they live their lives,
believe metaphorically like a river at flood.
breaking it is remorse, but that too becomes habit
when baby gets used to it and sees.
keep self from being self to learn obedience.
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V.
grafitti on the high rise a natural erosion, not religion.
bower bird lures a sweet friend or two with borrowed plastic,
leaves in patterns. the leaf and the light behind it
fully honest each day, but each day differently;
olive and eleison from the same root.
the cells have the light that comes in modern renovations.
let me understand complexity
what looks like a dwelling place planed smooth.

VI.
the voice of reason budded into the voice
I see it in small things now.
white like cherry blossoms and the sky also
is the lightest of grays. I never think I like spring
until the birds. I don’t want to be silent.
the beets with their red ink that I could not peel
and the fish I could not cook. Just a phrase—
the big picture. with people my hands are dry.
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VII.
shawl over arm of chair a matter of fact
period early morning although it’s
not the same, it’s the same as an animal.
salmon’s eye in hand for me the cosmos
unexplained. a story lasts. a wall is medieval.
the faces on the bridge unutterably sad but
still revered. in the search, I forget
my grandfather’s cruelty to my father.
sometimes two sentences are the hardest.

VIII.
all of wood all of wood here now still
I am not the new wood. they are, their anger
not smug and moral. clean yearning obstacle
having to cross the line. inside of wood, protected.
this paper. the breakdown is the wanting
she has to have or she has to love.
what about death
no one sees it thinking, so animal
training on red black and white stilts.
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IX.
misunderstand me when you say god,
saints and stories of goodness for those
who can’t be good. they’ve examined their lives.
have not. to deliver, to succumb. one lives,
millions live blotting, blurring history and future.
sound and rhythm and meaning but not told.
music can be too much forthcoming. strips of concrete,
unsayable art. this is what I look for and get.

X.
deciding which elaborate lost symphony
walks up and down in the hospital dark,
what they call authentic, if believed.
even tourists don’t want to be tourists.
maybe we can stop this, I must make evaluations.
when I didn’t listen, it sounded the same,
packing interminably, a bundle of sound.
now I listen to the things I can hear.
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Mark Cunningham

[Specimen]
He never tired of saying he was against language. As he passed us on the trail, the
mountain biker called out, "There's only one of me." I thought I was having a nervous
breakdown, so it was a relief to realize it had probably already happened. Pointless for
me to talk about my sleeping habits: they're too intimate for me to know. It would have
been nice had the Berlin Wall fallen when no one was around, because then it wouldn't
have made any noise.
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Mark Cunningham

[Specimen]
I was going to tell her I never wanted to lose her, but then I lost my train of thought. If
you have to go back inside three times to make sure the coffee maker is unplugged, you've
forgotten something else. I tried to explain to him that it wasn't ambient if he paid
attention to it, but he wouldn't listen. We exhausted all the senses: he touched his eyes
and ears, I said, "What?" and he sniffed and walked away.
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Mark Cunningham

[Specimen]
Oh, everybody likes you, just not the way you like them. One symmetry = a symmetry. I
had to apply to be a volunteer. The scientific and metaphysical underpinnings of
humanism are so out of date that if you still believe in them you're not fully human. I'm
tall in Japan, anyway.
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Mark Cunningham

[Specimen]
The fifteen-year-old put down the phone and asked his brother, wearing an I Can Wait tshirt, "Did I sound professional enough?" I had a crush on a woman because she was a
dead ringer for Leni Riefenstahl in The Holy Mountain. His special-interest group's view
was that the situation was universal. I couldn't tell if the argument was from a right-wing
talk show or a rap CD.
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Mark Cunningham

[Specimen]
Those who believe that if you forget history you're condemned to repeat it have ignored
most of the details until everything looks the same. When you explain the particulars of a
personal problem to her, she says, "Everybody goes through that." I read the bit about
"belief in things unseen," but I don't believe my eyes, I can't really be seeing this. So I
believe.
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Mark Cunningham

[Specimen]
"The revolution that began in a quest to figure out how many telephone calls can fit on a
super cable may well lead to a fundamental understanding of every object in the cosmos."
She was from ex-Soviet Georgia, and she got irritated because I kept asking her to say
"Moose and Squirrel." We all agreed that was the beginning of the end, but no one
agreed on the ending of the end. I could never whistle the tune of the muzak right, so I
became a jazz musician.
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Carrie Hunter

The Transmigration of Venus
“Reality is just that which is believed” Robert Creeley
Nervousness that induces counting.
I counted twelve deer that day. I was beginning
to lose faith in symbolism.
That faith is deceptive and despair is irrelevant.
And then there are women.
The color red, that it is ever still and ever.
A tension that hides away the remembrance of dreams.
That there may have been glitter.
Or rabbits. Mirage of water in the distance, when we
felt the ground for earthquakes, we were always
disappointed.
Daybreak stumbles always remembering
stones, the bottoms of ponds. What you will never
see. How the freeway is tired of holding everyone up.
In my dream I am covered in asphalt ash. What I do
remember.
In Texas that you talk about sunsets.
You wanted to breathe it in, I wanted
it for the memory.
And in order to speak about something.
The periphery of the dream, the unfeasibility
of the glance. Everything is in color, somewhere.
The veins of the present moment, bleeding.
That other heart surgery. Cowboy stew. The recipes
that men keep. What you want to say. But
there is no place here, for conversation.
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Carrie Hunter

Intercalation
In the month of Intercalaris
an interjection a whim
we who do not exist
take note the difference between
randomness is arbitrary
glacial lake subsides into
we are not what you are
are not from where you are from
intergalactic shutters lawns
the things one finds in bushes
what is not needed but once was
what has been taken and abandoned
in thrall to that other god
unpainted hovering near need
and thrilled with want
suture suckle we are not without
walnuts water weakened knees
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Carrie Hunter

Eyes Cast Longingly Towards the
Center
Ideograms of impermanence,
and this nubile acquittal.
Cornea's
stained lachrymosity.
In my dream I am covered in asphalt ash.
A crenellation.
Crows caricature the city.
Sulfur, a lacerated stardom.
Shiva, cover me, insufficient lace, shoddy
petticoat daydream.
I believe
in what

in something
but not
I once did.

The mythographer is disappointed.
I choose birds.
Saying songs instead.
Never naked enough,

even in water, even in winter.

The postcards.

The sneeze.

[The] piglet neutrino.
While Luz eyes, briar, and tulips
stutter.
A cupful of salt. One fallen dove. And scenery.
Reality will yet become itself.
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Nicholas Manning

love poem 41

my sadness
ebbs * is a sea
for you . . . o tender rose
o love-giving
life : for all this I have
lost . . . and never * again * never
know your gentle hands’ caress
your eyes’ implicit
aspect . . . for
fool am I and loved you nights in spite
of all trespasses . . . always
my red-rosèd darling’s
derringdon’t : don’t
pray for me when
your love * to another giving
kill this my lilting lovely heart . . . while
my art to sweet avowal’s * consent
will wake the aim * to fragrant
scents : a balm the blind
-ing rose now *
rent
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Nicholas Manning

love poem 46

so
sweet life
is but a living Image
yet a true living Image . . . its
ash which in its borders * born :
this crepuscule creeping its
sole symbol * sought : as
your lips in mine :
dying twilight
caught
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Nicholas Manning

love poem 113

here *
at your hairs’ (hot) roots is watermelon : mou in an ivory hue
of you * this too delicate
pink the rose’s * new
lank layerings : its
loveliness
which so softly shies
its secrets : out . . . as your openness
to * attentive ardour’s touch * to
squirm in (why) shy senses’
sphere
which we all
know * and * know
-ing find delicious lack
to meaning’s fact . . . save
in the act : mindless to your Self’s
full All * the petals fall and folding
gently inwards sleep : tongues
which to my taste
drip deep
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Nicholas Manning

love poem 125

I*
love you : and in the rose
await * the (un)curling
of my dream
or
the still confirmation
to furl * these lashes * in mine eyes
which opening upon new skies
cannot confirm my ire’s I
which
waiting *
in its darkness dreams
daily * (of you) : invisible sun
in the promised bloom
who lights an inner
lie : my
I?
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Nicholas Manning

love poem 177

you have * made
the world live
for me :
out of the dead matter
the living * bloom : proud and ardent . . .
for the world without (this) is no
Life : of my fault doubt
-less * less
there is no light save light
thine eyes * no touch save the pressing wilt
of leaves . . . divine burden ! as present
message which living seeks a purer
sense to turbulent Time : one
new sea : or a rose’s
wound * bright
living loved
warm wan
reflection
of you ?
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Kristi Maxwell

The excerpt here is from a longer series I wrote at a time I was physically distant from my
home and from the English language; for this reason, space plays a large part in the
poem, as does pacing. I was trying to avoid counting down (the days to my return), and
one of the ways I did this was by resting in segments of language. Letting a segment rest
with me for a while (and letting myself explore a segment) before moving on. This created
an anticipation and a hesitation in the composition process, a tension I tried to maintain
in the poem.
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Kristi Maxwell

from “ELSEWHERE & WISE” (1)
A marshaled window—marshaled by light.
Light that presses through like a god-face
shade bones. Nose bridge of shade, bilge
that a chin should be.
Rather than launching any, the face itself ships.
If I made a list of things, where your sleep huddles, hands-in
and whoop.
*
blue ate our eyes through

*
What skin is drunk? Has drunk?
What cup-ish pores—and oil cupolas.
There is a brightness no eye might jerk.
A vision jiggled into a vision proper.
Into the god-face dragging the hull of praise
nearer sure and shore.
*
to see each other at the same time and starve
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*

Thrumming gazelles
through this: field ribs rope off.
The cell parade demonstrates the making
of a road. Plus horns and trumpets?
A largest drum?
*
can’t master, can’t spoof—a shiver escorts an arm
*
I knead the pine and muscle the bark.
The god-face cankers and oozes.
Away it—away.
That I miss need not be stated.
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Kristi Maxwell

from “ELSEWHERE & WISE” (2)

There has been pocketing.
Our purring capsule canceling out grass with gnaw.
The purring our capsule deposits in our scanning.
Over her neck. Where inside
grass is deported by teeth that snow-in a gnawing.
Blades of bone. Of sun and latitude. A bonus of blades
taken on by a maw—loaded down.

*
A pairing.
A parting.
A paring.
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Kristi Maxwell

from “ELSEWHERE & WISE” (3)
That we need.
That we pocket.
That our pockets provoke need by purposing themselves
toward hold. That bold eye—there bulging.
Stuffed with the vision-fist.
The poor stitching sleep does
to what of an eye
botches closed.
*
where should be but is not
*
We never began as a village.
Nor did we morning.
—but the bulbs of pigeons fl ashing near
some feet! We learned the word
filigree and used it.

*
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where should be but is not

*
where you answer
*
The phrase chugs itself.
The design of eagerness gives way.
To re-find and refurbish the rotted canoe
for the gesture’s suggestion
as could apply to us should we supply the application
with our surface.
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Kristi Maxwell

from “ELSEWHERE & WISE” (4)
Considered from a different bird
the land unlocks.
Winter utters a palm

and that palm is rifled
by prediction

rifle clogged with speech
*
into the season of fountains
where nighttime stows water
where water swats light back to its source
*
Put your question to me.
Is it former or smaller time?
Reveries depend on quiets to vary them.
To tether each to a shrug.
Without our giving, the blister is eaten up by fresh cells.
*
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hand that should exist but doesn’t
*
Considered from a different bird
winter neuters a palm.
The searchlight wrestles down the sought.
Wide thighs of light plunge. Pluck. Plural
our mouths to undone.
Ours are duped.
*
flail pinned down to one body
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Kristi Maxwell

from “ELSEWHERE & WISE” (5)
To resist exit, the sky lengthens by sun with no say
in its lengthening.
Sun-pulled sky archivists gum.
To note as again.
To nod to again (for again) to dissolve all tedium, despite itself.
*
Did we not notice this reaching?
This labyrinth wandering butters up and has its way with

where our gazes convened—
*
our selves dumbed down to dough
*
We peck direction with rented beaks.
Less commercial than it seems, we hold our heads down.
Distinguishable from prayer, but as bells do.
*
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flail pinned
*
to discard the false dough that shells out existence
*
that a mob be coaxed
that a mob be coaxed out
that mob should be coaxed out of bomb
that easy
that so much ease should overlap with erased
*
to discard the false dough that sells out existence

*
The wish we’ve consented to
ferments.
Our smallness steals a swig.

Swig of which stills our smallness.
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Kristi Maxwell

from “ELSEWHERE & WISE” (6)
A veering
If, as one stays, one staves.
Some hinge inhales swing
node a hand attempts
does it ogle closed or cloister?
without a pear to rent the space of its palm?
A doe sits and becomes talk.
Talk is becoming—for the deer sits in it
a cheekbone sharp against the grass
amid stalks that buy up occasions to clot the view.
Because they never got—
sleds to no one
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Srikanth Reddy

from “Voyager”
The world is the world.
To deny it is to break with reason.
Nevertheless it would be reasonable to question the affair.
For the cancellation of everything known would not cancel the world.
The world should thus be considered.
The speaker studies the world to determine the extent of his own troubles.
He studies the night overhead.
He says therefore.
He says venerable art.
He traces its wonders in a book & considers the conclusion.
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He could come to the conclusion that reasoning serves no purpose.
He could speak of the world as masked.
He could then concern himself with undoing the world to describe it.
Justice is the absence of unreal forms.
He may find himself obliged to labor as a minister in the fi eld.
For reality is a bitter ministry.
However it is far from the only figure of the world.
Therefore he describes fact without pictures.
For it would have been romanticism to represent the lustre of the earth.
The world is superior to pictures of the world.
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Of course to be accepted the world has to be seen.
But even deletion is capable of producing the image of a world.
For the visible may be reflected in vexing relations.
To damage the image is to resist representation.
This might be desirable, for representation forces the mind.
Words complete the assembly of an ideal.
And his is one of many.
He thus should remember he endeavors to speak for one human.
Representation is a world apparent.
A world, like all orthodoxies, means so.
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Eléna Rivera

from “The Colors Project”

encounters

empty

a soup kitchen

a body

stretched out

needles in its arms

in the building’s entrance

around the ground

needles to prick
air turns

crumbling buildings

picked and dropped
walk

nearby

more than just hair
trying to avoid the hurtling

words, insinuations, come-ons

into the bodega for a pack of cigarettes

into

the right coin amount

walk

five flight of stairs

walk

into the pale building

walk
a cigarette

pigeon light

walls

a dark

middle of the road

middle of

gray cover and black bold lettering

emptied
pushed into

filled

inebriated
Mauled

“making it”

and man-handled
Desire burns

Books cite warnings

The clock grows stamens
solitude of the hours

The body

impoverished

The news is bad

but kept at bay

light

in this place there is no

beginning or end, only a middle
the threshold

not fatigue

into the small gray room

mattress on the floor

gray sheen

not

Inertia roams free
The crowding
crowds
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Susan Scarlata

from “To Light A Third A Word A Bird”
To define windows are just holes
in the wall

but holes

are letting through

at birth we are already others
and the desks of all the children
grown in

schoolboys are slight fish
become them

all-u-can-eat lines

Today I brought up the lost road
The picket fence
and the garden

like some sick dog

likely leads to picnics of all kinds
forever secondhand

Still to give correct directions the bees’ dance
must be just so it is
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The little girl is running
if she runs

I cannot feel

from or to

Our gutters were green our drainpipes the same
The girl comes across
she sits

a pregnant dog

legs draping curb

and they sit

chewing themselves

a keenness sets up

in the center of the sentence

pitches tents

in silence

plaster recedes

Wanted to say but did not end up saying
Clutching

from walls
webs in flesh

dry quiet

below an overpass in a storm
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Invisible space

I live in

surrounds the present
is running

she

can you feel the number

of nipples a nursing dog would need
Uniform world
all judgments

defense appeals
but murder

Object’s intimate space
appeals directly

honey

pitching its hive

attempts to give directions

when it all looks the same

what recedes

what keeps on
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Each week
Without word
“Seven people
I mean killed

fish die

tank

the correspondent notes,
were cleared
it is clear,”

I wake and check myself
bugs in snow’s silence

dreaming of innards

mind gaining footing
skimming

dog-eared pages

grazing the paper with gizzards and soul
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Born just beyond a

riverboat cruise

If it was a tangle

there were buckeyes involved

If leaves unfurled
If we could see
taste our smell

we were scattering out
the face of our door
If it was a tangle bees

were caught up

at an abandoned hut

chickens flourished in snow
Traveling round our selves
the bell
Hut

if bees rung

Kid answered the beckoning
bramble

If there is a tangle

ring

again

wake

it comes replete
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Squint and strain
Albums

with hearing

present as evidence
Alone in

to see the hermit’s distant candle
pictures of huts

post verdict motion

horizon before coming to

marshes and fields
read a room
adding motions

denying with each filing
besieged by

read a house

one granted request

for reconsideration

order of snow

covered cottages
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Hide and seek

inscribed

in flesh makes players cry without sound
look for me

I am lost

what of

no crying

no telling

in caskets

mine behind cloaks

find the word

just hiding

Kid in red shirt

His happened

I cannot

to name

all differences forgotten

red blaze

look for me I am hidden

essence of ember

but then of course

breach

thing left behind
and

white birch
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That creatures come out
exit shells

suggests dreams of others

Petitioner’s motion

mystery of

continuous formation
a hare

a dog

Judge’s

memoranda

a chicken a bird

if the shell will coil left
utterance part shell

unlikely animals
reach

we have no way of knowing
or coil right

statement of

and half fl esh
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Brandon Shimoda

from “Lake M”

GEIICHI AND KAWAKI

before the face
the reed
ladder emerges

floating

the voice the bridge
of cross-bedded
stone
creates
likeness

rising
waves

—

rock

mouths boweling
open

scabland profundally still
cleaver misfolding a line upon
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NINETEEN TEN

mountains
o pine
in possession

dress

elders
sanctify the undergrowth
grow is the emma
no elders
a diaphragm breeze
relocated whence
what su write su
a

—

ring

mainland wake
from Blood burst
organelles
in the rigged
procession of montane bells
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HEI

From your brothers
at the wind—
into the air of their song
a girl

Emerge instead
a boy

into a lap of hot ash

a cautious glaze

Mouths depress
without a sound
One holds your head, the others
your arms and feet

Pull in each direction

twice

calming you into your skin
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In the evening
you dream of her lips
how they might feel
overcome
by amnesty
prevailing your body
back into itself

Drenched
sheet of the narrow bed
slipping
more mournfully
than brushed against

o
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PREFACE

I sent to you a parcel containing stones as follows: one semi circle red, one
natural stone mountain, one oblong green, one small white like a bird’s
egg, one small green wave
—
string of necklace pendants white
green striped flower blue cross embossed
—
took me half a day to
make
letter from Fort Missoula Detention Center to Minidoka Relocation
Center, May 23, 1942

above are wanting
—
pebbles range with larger masses of quartzite
possessing rounded edges, undoubtedly waterworn
—
among them
no pebbles of a material differing from the quartzite bed immediate
—
around the north slopes of the buttes, tracing a deep re-entrant angle as it
curves around the head of the ravine leading north from the saddle
—
here the pebbly deposit gives place to a more extensive one of fine, slightly
yellowish, quartz sand, that in one place has been channeled
The Glacial Lake Missoula, J.T. Pardee
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o
Foreign fruit
arrives
in wax, turning
in slow current plumps
the shore

Only stems
throw the bulk the
weathering rind
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o
the weather

of intervenors
outside your door
the skin between your fingers
split
into fists
air
fragments of
disquiet

overhead
bay doors slide
blades
rain
tipped
cylinder
steel
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o
the river to
your knees, you
are being
watched. Willows
part. The guards withdraw
to comb the barracks
furrowed
morgue. Eyes
by cupping tongues. Accusatory
mouths flash in
a dim room.
They’ve gotten
all they can, lent
their fishing poles to stay you
fluting
water. Relift your hands
to their mouths. Friable stones
coiled charge—
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o
directly
The blowing
up
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o
both eyes on the same side of your head

into the warble sky
Something tiny
and slightly humped
risen above the water
spotted
on the over-bough
breathing
softly
enshrouded by a wide vein
a globe at rest
in the mingling needles
against the advancing dieback
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o
desert
high The desert scrolls

entrained
the revealing Stave

plants stream
Thread
maids and woodcutters
go any
where shadows punctuate

Even field of languid
ladies drying on the line
unfinished
scrolls
a tongue
bit off fl ashing
roots allegiant
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o
a web hangs
coral

shing

o
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fault
lines no holding
ground splayed in razed prayer
hands spinneret in the willow

mistranslated
limb the face
buckwheat
in gray water
looking good

family un seen
many years
from the book
letters cut or crossed
specific parts, make mere is outline

o
lake
without body
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o
“how could the buildings

in silhouette

“surrounded by a vermilion fence
“with sac

—

red stream

“tied to sakaki boughs

“fail

o

to penetrate the demons’ fort
the treasure

starts me thinking…
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thinly tuned

a vein

toward the south
never north
so slightly

blackfruit
shot the thorn black scold
clouding the observatory wink!
wink! wink! the wood
lowering roots to prepared soil
hands to tie the wet, white skin

many cycles of landscape
that float
inverted
air a fertile bird
from dagger to beak
a string wove
before
on a post
measuring the steps
between the impressed mound, and the circle
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of recessed stones
standing tributary
not a line could penetrate

compelled to walk at funeral
pace with the best of them fever
remain
without utter, an image
changeless, or never
The bell rings
the bells than
a stone I’d like to be given
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PREFACE

—
archives in layers of light
—
called as rock
—
s
—
embedded in the moving
—
—
the surface water
—
s
—
end
—
s
—
the melting
—
animals that die with
freeze
—
remain
—
s
—
settle the lake
—
come a
layer of dark sediment
Roadside Geology of Montana, David Alt & Donald W. Hyndman

First the pheasant flew over the walls of the fort and began to peck at the
ogres’ heads. They all tried to hit the pheasant with their clubs, but he was
very quick and dodged all their blows. And while the ogres weren’t looking,
the monkey slipped up and opened the gate of the fort. Then Momotaro
and the spotted dog rushed into the fort and started fighting the ogres too.
Momotaro
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colony

Golden bristles dori air

watchtower in the wind

arquebus idling over ash
bright green blades unisonous
watchtower growing beyond in the wind

crescent
barrels
vase no
cloth
streaked between our legs
sty

provender
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Kill joyous
glimpse of gold
internees secret—ceaselessly—harp

Something is moving across the grass

How many times did she whistle
through the fence

Lift your head at the sound of her breath
a caul rehearing its pendent toll
Burn your eyes to the swinging hinge
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The barrack next door is vacant, without heat
The roof white with unmelted snow
Someone’s mending his shirt, another writing a letter, still
Another gazing polished stone
Five or six in the quarters, not even a sound
The heater fan sends the warm air around
October 30, 1942
[translated from Japanese]

for Midori Shimoda (1909-1996)
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Eleni Sikelianos

Achilles on a Ball (Leather Leaping
Toward Light)

There’s a house stuck to my arm, it’s
red, a barn. Language sticks
to the corners of the house & sands smooth
rough spots
of the self.
Just so
Achilles steps & steps but
can’t seem to escape the
roundness of the shield
a tiger on a ball, the
world

the face may hold

onto the skin years
and years

bone

leaping through
like a pair of ivory honey-scissors
slitting leather
and leather
leaping toward light
Bones escape their sack, veil themselves in dirt
Stains on the page are
of the body or are
bones evading their bag
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Will it be one of these bones
or backyard faces, black,
to be hammered in gold?
The body’s stain returns to the body, a
backward pleasure
like dusted wings that refold
a lucky wounded symmetry or
the lips of the cunt closing
(This lilypad stem fits there.)
From the flat field of war (wound), Achilles tumbles out
Flat because it happens
at this point in time & in that
at this point on earth & on that
The body exposed like stone
to wind or words, erodes
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Eleni Sikelianos

Be Honeyed Bush

Draw the poison
from the Lake with sweet
bait: dip in
sugar sachets & watch
the sirens quake: like
Robot Angels they rise
with eyes of industrial imagination
Sky rolls back to its black
bones & hooks;

We hang.

Could I hear this air tear

to see it

all again — life
with its private
moving by

history
particle by particle

Create in us a clean
shirt, clean lake, & of my tongue shall sting
for I have always said
by my true human monster
you too shall be honeyed
in palindromes of gold
when the train divides
your wrong from right
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Eleni Sikelianos

Fragment, unnumbered

the way the architected white
wings unfold in the mind

here I shall attempt to condense
the river, and its music, a lapping
like a can of milk

in this river’s sound: superconductivity in vowels
electrons slide off its fabulous surface

tonight, let’s round all the corners
of the house and light
the edges

“There is no language without deceit”
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Laura Sims

Mother, the keys are

You know where
*
Each part sings against

Knowing your part

Of the rock-face:

Kingdom of air
*
You know how they are

Those words
*
How they unman the animals
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Laura Sims

They rouse themselves, and are not
themselves
*
One of them rests

In herself
*
(She is never herself.
Red rings circle her eyes.)
She rises up

Slowly

Who she has been…
*
Obscene,

Is what she
Herself
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Laura Sims

In her holiday dress for the world
Whitewashed for her

[Her father filming the primitive living room dance]

With gravity
Worn like a bonnet of lead

Above her the world, the plain, and the barrow

[Still for a moment]

In pictures come softly, blurry and sweet
at the edges. She gets so close to the lens that her face
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FOLIO

Diagram for a Fourth Dimensional Jetpack: Articles of the Invention
Matthew Gottschalk
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REVIEWS
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Anne Heide

The Places as Preludes
Gustaf Sobin
Talisman, 2005
$14.95

In his last collection of poetry, The Places as Preludes, Gustaf Sobin explores the possibility
of prelude, both as music and preface. The book holds a total of eighteen “preludes,” and
as the manuscript progresses, it becomes clear that these tightly woven, lyrically dense
poems are leading not to a final suite. Each piece except the first begins with an ellipsis,
motioning horizontally from poem to poem; these pieces prelude each other.
Sobin constructs a complex language around a complex breath. Words that break across
lines allow for alterity, where the “solving” of “absolving” can exist in conjunction with its
counterpart. These words expand across contradictions and embrace simultaneity,
crafting a language of utmost precision, though this exactness does not undermine the
innate musicality of these poems. The language is speech, undoubtedly, but a speech of
sonic discovery:
just there, for instance, where the
cliff
turns liquescent: enters, that is, its
spectrum of
sound, let your tongue lap, slide, punctuate each
given
instance. for earth, earth’s
grammatology, remains to be
written.
Sobin collides the physical, the geographic, the sonic, and the linguistic in this excerpt
from “Prelude VI.” The sonic quality of the speech is nimble and unnerving. Sibilance
and lulling alliteration allow the often jarring imperative a yielding quality. There is urge
here, and demand, but this precise composition allows for tonal questioning. This
language breathes, fully controlled, inevitable, and quiet.
The preludes that comprise the majority of this text are nothing short of musical
compositions, but also extend to the other portion of the title, “places.” Sobin’s poems
drive musical elements directly into landscape. That landscape, however, is just as much
the body as it is land. Sound in this book not only infiltrates anatomy, but dissects itself:
yes, heard: heard the
gaze and gracious vault of the brows as, obedient to
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number, the limbs, as
if accorded
The body here is comprised of sound. Limbs are heard, not touched. This graceful
transformation of the body through sound uncovers the sonic availability of the muted.
Language and sound are inextricably joined, and if something can be described, it can be
heard.
Just as the “word” explores the body, it similarly becomes geographic and interacts with
landscape. These are the “places” that fully inhabit language:
…what with the wind
scuttling through syllables, that interval you’d
relentlessly
sought—idyll of apples and
oleanders—went unuttered. wasn’t that, though
why you
wrote: to reiterate, that is, what you
couldn’t
The inability to speak here is immediately ‘solved’ by the ability to write, though the last
line of this excerpt complicates matters. In a language of inevitability and dependence,
Sobin sets up a seemingly logical linguistic construction and then immediately un-solves
the problem in swift complications.
The poems in the collection are primarily addressed to an undefined “you,” which reads
unmistakably as the reader:
there’s somebody else here, and it’s
you if you’d
listen; tune, if only you could, to those tenuous
frequencies, you who aren’t, who
would
Here the reader is both distanced by being named as “somebody else,” but also included
as a character and addressee. By tying the text so closely to the reader, Sobin demands
reader responsibility. We are not observers; we are participants. With the continuing
address to the reader, Sobin makes requirements:
wouldn’t you, too, catch
glimpses? find yourself included: yes, implicated within the
released fields
of inference?
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Here the reader is directly “implicated” in the language. “Inference” is our task, to make
our own meaning from the language provided. The charge to become involved, however,
does not seem to stop at the edge of the text. Frequencies and signals appear and
reappear, while the reader and various characters are urged to listen, to attend to a
hidden noise that lies beneath the surface, beneath meaning. The audible is “all but
prelude to the inaudible,” what is hidden under the immediately apparent:
much as the notes, in shivering free of their very instrument,
assume an autonomy of their own, so, too, the phrase—under
certain conditions—touches upon the scales of an otherwise inaccessible register.
Although the inaudible frequency is described as tenuous, almost delicate, the language is
forcibly assured.
The quote from Van Gogh that serves as an epigraph for this text points to a hidden but
expansive field of color; or in the case of Sobin, sound: “There’s a note of certain
nameless black in the restless gusty blue of the broad sky, and, in vibrant contrast, the
poppies’ bright vermillion.” The inaudible, too, rests “nameless” under the audible, slight
and hidden, but pervasive and necessary.
The Places as Preludes is an astonishing work in which the sonic quality of the poems
charges the text with modulated but absolute lyric attention. Place and prelude serve as
the foundation to this treatise on what musicality offers to possibility of meaning.
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Jen Tynes

At The Hotel Andromeda
text by Kristy Bowen / image by Lauren Levato
dancing girl press, 2007
http://www.dancinggirlpress.com/andromeda.html
$15.00

Ephemera kept in an opaque envelope. I've opened, sorted through, and reassembled it so
that I cannot retrace my steps, but my memory is that – from the outside of the envelope
– the details were obscured, all the language and image turned inward. When I open it,
the heaviest thing (the key) always comes first, then the matchbook, then the small pages,
and finally the larger ones. This is the way that I sort, and also because of my attachment
to the envelope, to keeping all the pieces together, maintaining the possibility of
"ephemera" as well as (as in the Joseph Cornell boxes) a suggestion of narrative or web of
meaning.
Order becomes a tension here. In my particular "room" of the "hotel" (61), there's part of
a map ("Europe and the Mediterranean Lands by Religions about 1097"), a fragment of
numbers in a grid (3, 20, 43) on heavy cardboard (part of a bingo card?), a matchbook
wrapped in a dictionary page (LESS, American leopard, "of which destroy timber"), a
library catalog card (The Prodigal Son). These bits are yellowed, smell like libraries, float.
They are organizational tools let loose of their systems. As tools, the key and matchbook
(full of unlit matches) compromise and contradict one another, suggest both preservation
and destruction, fossil and spark.
The rest of the contents feel much more focused and directive; in a postmarked envelope
("HOTEL JUN 5 1901"), there is crisp, type-written letter addressed to "J" and signed by
"T" which begins "Dear accomplice. Dear hatch." I'm surprised by the effectiveness of
this fabricated intimacy; maybe because of the coincidence that Joseph Cornell and I
both have names that begin with "J," I have been easily able to read multiple possibilities
into this text. Domestic imagery here begins to gender the project and, perhaps, create
other tensions. Though this project is described as "a love letter to Joseph Cornell," the
following passage seems to give voice to a deserted, if not disgruntled, piece of the
picture:
I was the bird in the window, the butterfly with pinned wings. The pirouette. The
pas de deux. It makes no difference now. A bit of mesh, a bit of lace, and I'm
singing. I'm broken. The stars outside the window very fake and yet I love them.
I've kept all the letters. They please me to no end.
Appropriately, birds often appear in both text and images. In a booklet titled "field guide,"
girls are birds and bestiaries are beasts. There's the suggestion of a narrative thread,
discovery of a body that is cold and/or hibernating, and then an intrusive, perhaps
violent, but communal and shared revival. The field guide gives directions, but, by their
very nature, its pieces merge, end on the italicized word ravish.
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A traditionally-designed cover page for at the hotel andromeda is paired with several pages of
poems. These are unbound and have no back cover, but are otherwise utilizing a
traditional chapbook form. There's also a set of glossy, postcard-sized images of
shadowbox-type constructions; the back of the postcards are lettered, corresponding with
a "catalog of images" which lists their titles. We are told on the cover page that text is by
Kristy Bowen and image is by Lauren Levato; it's interesting to consider what "image"
means in this context. Does it only refer to the postcards? How do the aged objects fit into
this breakdown between image and word? In the poems, the speaker moves uneasily
between being the collector and the collected. From "rescind":
Her pronouns are off for days.
She becomes you becomes it.
We make a hole in the house
big enough for whatever arrives
still breathing, torn open.
In the shadowboxes and art objects of the postcard images, the human face is often
paired with hands or wings. A folksy, handicrafted hand opens up to reveal the mind and
its organizational processes, its categorization of both self and other. "The Timekeeper's
Watch" is cogs with butterfly wings, enclosed in frame after frame after frame. Interiority
is reflected from a distance that is, perhaps, a requirement. I wonder about the formality
and discreteness of these fi nal pieces of text and image, why they are so traditionally
organized and by their format and materials kept apart from one another, and from the
rest of the pieces in the envelope. Certainly a reader can mix and match, organize or
disorganize at their own discretion, but the form of these pieces seems, at least, to create
some resistance. I recommend pairing The Editor's Drawer with "toward the blue
peninsula" and the bus tickets.
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Emily Anderson's fiction and poetry have appeared or are forthcoming in the Denver

Quarterly, McSweeney's Quarterly Concern, Caketrain, Indelible Kitchen, and Bailliwik. She
lives in Madrid.

Erin M. Bertram is a fellow and instructor in the MFA Writing Program at Washington

University in St. Louis, where she edits shadowbox press. Her work has appeared or is
forthcoming in *Bloom, CutBank, Knockout, MiPOesias, The Laurel Review, *and* Best New
Poets 2007*. She is the author of three chapbooks: *Alluvium *(dancing girl press, 2007), *Here,
Hunger* (NeO Pepper Press, 2007) with Sarah Lilius, and *Body Of Water *(Thorngate Road,
forthcoming), which won the 2007 Frank O'Hara Award.

Christophe Casamassima is the proprietor and editor of Furniture Press in Baltimore,

and the editor of Ambit : Journal of Poetry & Poetics. He has recently published poems in
American Letters & Commentary, Cue: A Journal of Prose Poetry, the Denver Review,and 88: A
Journal of Contemporary American Poetry. He also has chapbooks available from [limited
editions] (qui/etude and Mythography), above/ground press(Septology), and King of Mice Press
(The Sarah Quatrains). He is currently a board member of the Towson Arts Collective and
finishing his Masters at Towson University.

Carol Ciavonne lives in Santa Rosa, California, where she teaches at the junior college. She
was the recipient of the PSA Lyric Poetry Prize in 2004. Her work has appeared in Denver
Quarterly, The Boston Review, Colorado Review, How2, and New American Writing. She
participated in the Center for the Book Arts Letterpress and Fine Press Publishing Seminar for
Emerging Writers in 2007.

Mark Cunningham has poems in recent issues of Otoliths, Dusie, and Sentence.

Tarpaulin SkyPress will be bringing out a book tentatively titled Body Language, which will
include two separate collections, one titled Body (on parts of the body) and one titled Primer (on
numbers and letters).

Matthew Gottschalk's paintings and films have been exhibited at the Nevada City Film

Festival, the Julie Baker Fine Art gallery, Studio 131, and the Ridley Gallery, among others. His
awards include the Stoeckel Fellowship from the Yale School of Art in Norfolk (2007), the
Thiebaud Family Scholarship (2007), and the Ridley Gallery's Juror's Choice Award (1998). He coproduced the music video Try Dis for Hella in 2006.

Anne Heide has three chapbooks forthcoming in 2008: Specimen, Specimens (Etherdome),

Residuum::Against (Woodland Editions) and Wiving (DGP). She edits the journal CAB/NET out
of Denver.

Carrie Hunter has been published online in Moria Poetry, Eratio Postmodern Poetry, Aught,
Turntable & Blue Light, Wordplay, and Dusie, and in print in SCORE magazine and CRIT
Journal 2. Her chapbook *Vorticells* was published by Cy Gist Press, and an e-chapbook
*Kine(sta)sis* is forthcoming through Dusie as well. She received her MFA/MA in Poetics at New
College of California, edits ypolita press (ypolitapress.blogspot.com), and lives in San Francisco.
Residing in Paris, Nicholas Manning has published poetry and criticism in American,
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English and Australian publications including Verse, The Argotist, Fascicle, MiPOESIAS,
BlazeVox, Free Verse, Cordite, Eratio, Otoliths, Galatea Resurrects, Dusie, EOAGH, Stylus,
Shampoo, among others. He teaches comparative literature at the University of Strasbourg II,
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out now from Achiote Press (www.achiotepress.com). He is also the editor of the new video-forum
for contemporary poetry and poetics, The Continental Review (www.thecontinentalreview.com).

Kristi Maxwell currently lives and writes in Cincinnati. She is the author of Realm Sixtyfour (forthcoming from Ahsahta in January).
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2007), "Mistakes, Accidents and a Want of Liberty" (Barque Press, 2006) and "Suggestions at
Every Turn" (Seeing Eye Books, 2005). Her translation of Isabelle Baladine Howald’s "Secrets of
the Breath" is forthcoming from Burning Deck Press.

Susan Scarlata was awarded the apartment where she lives, in Colorado, because her
landlord liked her poems.

Brandon Shimoda was born in California. His writings can be found in Colorado Review,

A Public Space, Practice, TYPO, Poetry Project Newsletter, Xantippe, Aufgabe and elsewere. Two
book projects are forthcoming in 2008: Lake M, One (Corollary Press) and the Alps (Flim Forum
Press), both of which are sections of an ongoing investigation into the relationship between the
U.S. and Japan, through the figures of family, history and ritual. Brandon has lived most recently
in Mexico, New York and North Carolina, though he currently lives in Montana.

Eleni Sikelianos is the author of fi ve books of poetry and one hybrid memoir (The Book of

Jon). Forthcoming are Du Soleil, de l’histoire, de la vision (selected poems translated into French
by Béatrice Trotignon), a new book of poems (Body Clock), as well as her own translation of a
book by Jacques Roubaud.

Laura Sims is the author of Practice, Restraint, recipient of the 2005 Fence Books Alberta

Prize, and Stranger, forthcoming from Fence Books in 2008. She has also published four
chapbooks, including Bank Book (Answer Tag Press) and Corrections (Bronze Skull Press). Her
poems have appeared or are forthcoming in the journals CAB/NET, Crayon, First Intensity, 26,
How2, and 6X6, among others. She lives in Madison, Wisconsin, where she teaches creative
writing and composition.
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Electric Light (Dancing Girl Press 2007), The Ohio System w/ Erika Howsare (Octopus Books
2006), The End Of Rude Handles (Red Morning Press 2005), and Found in Nature (horse less
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